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I need to begin this essay--somewhat obliquely, 1 invoking 
the 1989 film DeadPoetsSociety_ That movie, as those ofyoll who saw it may 
recall, tells the story of a group of boy,s who attend an exdusive private 
preparatory school called Welton Academy (located in what 
to whom I am indebted for this line of argument, calls etrtn:dlv amumnal 
New England)_ Set in the early 1960s, the film focuses in on how 
the boys' lives are affected by their English teacher, himself a of 
Welton: one John Keating (a name chosen, perhaps, fin its Romantic 
resonances), played by Robin Williams_ 

Keating is the pivotal character in the film_ Not the that 
sense, this really is the boys' stOly---but dearly the cantlyst, the agent for 
change, the voice of freedom in a one-hundred-year--old boarding school 
whose four "pillars"-Tradition, Discipline, Honor, Excellcllce-~;1fe repre
sented less as holding the school up than as weighing its down_ 
Thus, while Mr. Keating is not fe-atured in all that many scenes, the ones he 
does appear in take on enormous significance, and. none rnore so than the 
classroom scenes, three of the most crucial of which I'll sketch 

The first of these-the students' introduction t:o Keating on the h r~t {bv 
of classes--is set up by what amounts to a highlight film 
lowlight film) of the other classes the boys attend before 
English at what appears to be the end· of the school day, AU those classes are 
taught, as was English until Keating arrived to replace a retiree, 
by older men, dour, serious, strict men: the chemistry teacher who not only 
lays out an intimidating workload for the year, but who anl1ounccs·~with 
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something close to a smirk-that the twenty questions at the end of Chapter 
One are due tomorrow; the trigonometry teacher who calls for "precision" 
above all else, and warns rhat evety missed homework assignment will cost 
one point off the final grade ("Let me urge you now nOt to test me on this 
point"): the pointer-wielding Scot of a Latin teacher who leads his charges 
again and again through the declensions of "agricola." 

Keating is presented to us in an entirely different way. We see him first 
peeking .at his students from the doorway of his office at the head of the 
classroom. Then he begins whistling-the 1812 Overture--and walks, still 
whistling, through the classroom to the hallway door, and on out. There is 
a pause, a rnoment of student (and audience) puzzlement, until he sticks his 
head back in tbe doorway: "Well, come on!" The boys (and camera) follow 
him into the school's vestibule where, after urging the "more daring" of them 
to call him "0 captain, my captain" (after Whitman on Lincoln, as he tells 
them), he turns rheir attention to the trophy case photos ofWdton graduates 
past. These pictured hoys-turned-men-rurned-moldering-corpses, Keating 
tells his lads} have a rnessage. "Go on," he tells them, "lean in. Hear it?" And 
when they are leaning in, the camera panning alternatdyover intent faces and 
ancient photos, he offers a kind of ventriloqual whisper: "Caaarpe! Caaarpe! 
Carpe diem! Seize the day, boys! Maire your lives extraordinary!" 

The second and third of these key classroom scenes serve to further flesh 
out this image of the English teacher as libetator, as Romantic--or, given the 
New England setting and rhe prominence of Thoreau's phrase about 
"sucking the marrow out of fife," transcendentalist-revolutionary. In the 
second, he asks a student to read the textbook's Introduction to Poetry, 
written by one]. Evans Prirchard, Ph.D. (a name which, it's worth noting, 
Williams manages to pronounce with considerable derision). It features a 
formula for computing poetic "greatness" [G = I(mportance) x P(erfection)) 
that prompts Keating to declare "Excrement!" and to insist that the boys tear 
the page out and, when they have done that, to keep going, to tear out not 
only that page, but the entire Introduction: "Rip! Rip it our! We're not laying 
pipe: we're talking about poetty here." And in the third key classroom 
scene-after we have seen Keating bring Shalrespeare to life with vintage 
Robin Williams impressions of Marlin Branda as Brurus and John Wayne as 
Macbeth·~~he climbs atop his desk to dramatize our need to always, always 
tty to see things from a new perspective. Again, he invites the boys to join 
him. as he invited them to join him in hearing voices and tearing textbooks; 
and we see in their ready agreement that his teachings are really beginning to 
talre hold. 

* * * * * 
I don't want to be too hard on this film. In fact, I enjoyed it, in its way, 

and find it quite moving. Still, as a teacher-and particularly as a teacher of 
English·---I find it annoying, disturbing, irritating. I won't say that no teacher 
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has ever played any version of this John Keating role in a where I 
was a student; in limited ways, va,rious teachers have, or at r C<L<;t them 
in it. Nor would I say that I have never assumed such a rolr.~.~tfI'v 
least accepted, the kind of teacher-student relationship Keating 
he urges the "more daring" to call him, not Mr. Keating, 
my captain." 

or at 

(.:;Jptain, 

But teaching English, at least f(H me, is not generaHy grand 
entrances or grand gestures-neither dramatically tearing up nor 
standing on top of desks. Certainly there is, or at least can be, an of 
theater, something of the performance, in any teaching. of 
teaching in our culture-our conceptions of knowing, the conversaxional 
dynamics oflarger groups, and so on-'~pretry much guarantees that. De"d 
Poets Society sets up, or perhaps plays into, a grandiose, version of 
that scene that is potentially dangerous for everyone in'lOivc,j ..... ,stuaents, 
teachers, parents, administrators--especiallyas that idealization is to 
embody expectations. Film is a wonderful, captivating but it deals 
in illusion. Classroom life doem' t come scripred or specially 
second or third takes, no sound track, no score, no editing. In a like this, 
the dynamics of teaching are magicaHy compressed; a few lTlinmes well
chosen footage can evoke a month or more of classroom interaction. in a real 
classroom. the teacher's John Wayne impression doesn't h':!t any 
longer, but the action doesn't end when the cameras stop """"r,' 

The reason I bring all this up in the context of writing cemers, 
have guessed from my title, is that I think my essay "The of a Writing 
Center" (1984) has performed ... well, let us call it an eq1lally 3n,hi~val,el1l 
service for those of us in the writing center business: offered a version of what 
we do that is, in its own way, very attractive; but one-which to the extent 
that it is a romantic idealization, presents its own kind. I do,n't 
want to be too hard on this essay, either. Like Dead Poet.' it was 
directed--explicitly-at a larger public: those, it says, not involved with 
writing centers; those who have not directed such a place, there a 
minimum of 100 hours, or talked abour rheir own wriring 
or more (433). And jnst as the mm no doubt affeered (however hrletl'vl 
image of English reachers in this country, I rhink the 
effective for its audience: placed prominently in 
of essentially ignorant but well-meaning people pause~ 
in other words, it worked pretty well. 

Nevertheless, its more lasting impact has aJmost been on uS
j 
on 

writing center people. More to the point here, it has come bar::!,' ... a 
visible version of our mythology, a public idealizari()ll~to 
the same way Dead Poets Society comes back to haunt us as 
Indeed, the situation is probably worse with a document like 
Writing Center." We can at least pardy fice ourselves from to ne,[nrrn 
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in the shadow of Robin Williams' John Keating by pointing out that we were 
not consulted about the script, and that we would never endorse the film's 
realism. By contrast, we are bound by "The Idea of a Writing Center" to the 
extent to which we have endorsed it: asked training tutors to read it, cited 
it in various writings or talks. used it in arguments with administrators, and 
so on. And there is plenty of evidence, I think, thar we have indeed endorsed 
it .. -to good effect, often, and in ways that have provided me with moments 
of tremendous gratification-but also (rherefore) in ways rhar make it harder 
for us to disown or renounce what may be its less desirable legacies. 

So the primary object of this essay-the point of revisiting "The Idea of 
a Writing Center"-is to contribute in my own peculiar way to the work of 
teimagining of writing centers already well under way in such venues as The 
Writing Center Journal and Writing Lab Newsletter (see, e.g., Grimm, 
Woolbright,Joyner, and many others). To do that, I'm going to go behind 
rhe scenes, as it were, to cririque andlor amend a selection of the public
directed images the essay offers, relying in particular on my sense of the lived 
experience of writing centers such images can be said to conceal. Specifically, 
I'm going to work from four passages, looking in particular at how they 
characterize three relationships: the turor and the writer (passages 1 and 2); 
the tutor and the teacher (passage 2); and the tutor and the institution 
(passages 3 and 4, and combining, albeit somewhat awkwardly, such entities 
as the English department and larger administrative units). I'll then conclude 
by seeing what directions I think such amendments suggest for the future of 
writing centers. 

A. Tutor and Writer 
Passage 1: 

Writers come looking for us because, more often than not, they are 
genuinely, deeply engaged with their material, anxious to wrestle it 
into the best form they can: they are really motivated to write. (443) 

To test the face validiry of this claim, I have read it on more than one 
occasion to a live audience of writing center people, and then paused. The 
reaction-.to the passage, to the pause, to (likely) my raised eyebrows-is 
telling: people laugh. It isn't, of course, that the writers we see--students, 
for the most paS[~-aren 'tmotivated. Theyare. But not in the uncomplicated 
way this passage would suggest. Theywill, rather, be motivated to (say) finish 
writing; to be finished with writing; to have their writing be finished. They 
will be motivated to have the writing they submit for a class win them a good 
grade, whatever they imagine that will take: for it to be mechanically correct, 
or thoroughly documented, or to follow the instructor's directions to the 
letter. [Or, to invoke the most extreme example in my experience, they'll be 
motivated to satisfy the "sentence" imposed on them by the Student Conduct 
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Committee, whidlfound them "guilry" of Plagiarism, Third (unpre-
meditated).] 

This isn't to be cynical about the possibilities for or "deep" 
engagement. It is. rather, to contextualize such notions, to them 
in the school culture, and indeed the larger culrure, that this passage tends to 
erase. And it is to do so especially, in this case, for the sake of any number 
of tutors I have talked with-undergraduates, in particu!ar.~.who, taking 
this passage pretry much at face value, tend to blame themselves lust as 
problematically, the writers they work with) when their tutor.ials 
to be so unproblematically driven. After all, it does come as a 
having been led by your training to expect some deep, up alloyed, genuine 
engagement--some eager wrestler-of-texrs,-yoll meet instead a frightened 
freshman who seems only to want a super proofreader; a who 
seems preoccupied by her fear that the instructor doesn't a senior 
who seems concerned with doing just enough to pass an SID course, but not 
a whit more; or anyof the other very complicated. very human crea.tures who 
find their way to writing centers. This passage from "The Idea Writing 
Center," whatever its strategic value for other purposes, can ;an unneces
sarily heavy burden on such tutors and such writers. 

Passage 2: 

Think of the writer writing as a /<:ind "fhosr setting. 
to do in a writing center is fit into,---observe and parri,:ipate 
ordinarily solo ritual of writing. To do rhis, we to 

participant-observer must do: see what happens during 
try to make sense of it, observe some more) revise our 
on indefinitely, all the time behaving in a way that 
acceptable. For validation and correction of our we quite 
naturally rely on the writer, who is, in turn, a wiHLng collaborator 
in-and, usually, beneficiary of--the entire process. (439) 

Sure (imagine a brogue here) and it's a charming image, this tutor of 
enormous restraint. endless curiosity, heightened. sensitivities'"--·;:U'H:ennae al1 
atremble--selflesslyand unobtrusively joiningour unself-conscl<ltls freshman 
as she undertakes (deeply and genuinely engaged) her assignment to . , .oh, 
write a paper on some feature of "A Rose for Emily." Okay, so isn't 
so entirely unself-conscious; maybe we make her a little "erv"us. Okay, 
maybe she isn't entirely a willing collaborator; maybe she came she 
got a C or D on an earlier assignment, or because the instructor she 
come to the Writing Center. Okay, so maybe you were tited or or are 
habitually a little abrupt (I am in confessional mode now) and your greeting 
was something like "What is it!?!" 

Whatever Margaret Mead may have been doing all those years ago (if it 
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is, indeed, the Mead image of anthropology this invokes), and whatever 
conceptual leverage such an image provides (it was intended, obviously, to 
emphasize the centra.lity of the writer and her composing in the tutoring 
process), it too can offer a curious and troublesome legacy for tutors
especially new ones--who take it at anything like face value. On the one 
hand, it makes them feel handcuffed (or perhaps gagged): "1 better sit here 
quietly, unobtrusIvely, not so much a coach or a consultant as a human 
recorder of some kind, committed above all to my belief in the intrinsic 
wholeness-as-writers of the people I tutor." On the other, it tends to blind 
them to, or deny for them, rhe extent to which they are (always) already 
enmeshed in a system or systems-----educational, political, economic, social, 
and so on-··in ways that render such innocence (and I think that's the right 
word) impossible. Think of it this way. It isn't only-as might happen with 
the Mead-image anthropologist-that this low-profile participant-observer 
might carry into the visited environment a virus which proves dangerous, or 
even lethal, to the observed. In the (purportedly) analogous writing center 
situation, the performer-of-the-ritual is enticed (or coerced or whatever) to 
leave her usual scene of writing, and to perform it instead in ... well, the 
analogy would lead me here to say "hospital," and I'm reluctant to do that. 
But you see my point. Staging the tutorial in the writing center space-even 
ifit is, as we would no doubt pnt it, for the writer' sgood (and not merely, say, 
logistically convenient)-·--constitures an alteration, not to say invasion, of 
this" ordinarily solo ritual" that no practiced tutotial (bedside) manner can 
overcome. 

B. Tutor and teacher 
Passage 3: 

In all instances the student must understand that we support the 
teacher's position completely. Or, to put it in less loaded terms
for we are not teacher advocates either-the instructor is simply part 
of the rhetorical context in which the writer is trying to operate. We 
cannot change that context: all we can do is help the writer learn how 
to operate in it and other contexts like it. In practice, this rule means 
that we never evaluate or second-guess any teacher's syllabus. 
assignments. comments, or grades. If students are unclear about any 
of those, we send them back to the teacher to get dear. Even in those 
instances I mentioned above-where writers come in confused by 
what seem to be poorly designed assignments, or crushed by wbat 
appear to be unwarrantedly hostile comments-we pass no judg
ment, at least as far as the student is concerned. We simply try, every 
way we can, to help the writer make constructive sense of the 
situation. (441) 
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The language of this passage always makes me want to ask to raise 
their right hand and recite it as a pledge: "I promise neVtT ever to evaluate 
or second-guess any teacher's syllahus, assignments, cornrncnts, or grades" 
and then start a series of big-tent revivals for those who to scrupulously 
live up to such a pledge. r am, moreover, reminded of I learned 
working in our writing center over the years: of one colleague, now retired, 
who used four different colors of ink in responding to studt:nt papers, always 
marked every feature he deemed worth commentary, toraJs 
("You have 64 separate eftOfS in this paper, Mr. Johnson. then there 
was another, also now retired, who would not~as a matt{;:i" 
with her students. Instead, she said, if they wanted to ralk work, 
they could bring it to the Writing Center. EvelY year al time, 
though, she would send rhe Centet a two-pound box ofcnoCl)Jal:cs_ 

The fact is that, from the admittedly peculiar vantage provided 
OUr centers, we very often get to view our institutions-- ,-and especially 
teachingin our institutions-~,-in the way that, say, the police or 
to view OUf larger communities: day in and day Out, year in 
See (and participate in) a range of teacher-student interacrions 
members of the institlltion can match. There arc and 
advantages to this, stories we can tell of cornmitmcnt and 
kindness and happy endings, But we ~llso see what we at construe as the 
seamier side of things-probably, again like the police and more 
of the seaminess than most other vantage points would I n any case, 
it adds up and in cumulative form puts a lot of pressure on 50n of tutor-
teacher detente proposed by the passage quoted above. And it help 
in handling such pressure that, despite the gradual improvernent of working 
conditions for writing center people, they still tend to be viewed as'--{)f at 
least to feelthat they are viewed as-... , .. "lower in institutional pecking orders than 
the teachers whose practices the passage pledges them to uphold, especially 
when differentials in paychecks, workload, or job security such 
feelings. 

C. Tutor and institution 
Passal!e 4 

I think ... writing centers (can be] the centers about 
writing on campuses, a kind of physical locus fe)f the and ideals 
of college or university or high school commirrncm: to writine:-.".-.;l 
status to which they might well aspire and which, Ju<lging 
on a few campuses already, they can achieve. 

results 

Of the four passages I've presented here, this one islikdy nom tne most 
accurate and, at the same time, the most genuinely laughable, it IS most 
accurate because what Was true when I first wrote those would appear 
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to be even truef now. Many centers can, in fact) claim such a status, do serve 
their respective campuses as that institutional node to which primary 
responsibiliry for writing is ceded, both functionally and symbolically. They 
are responsible, then, not only for tutoring the "underprepared" student 
writers who have so often been understood to be their sole province, but
to offer a sample listing-for any writer, student or otherwise, interested in 
talking about his or her writing; for the direction and execution of writing
across-the-curriculum programs; for publishing student writing, faculty 
newsletters, and the like; for training T.A.s; for placement and assessment 
procedure~ for research. 

What maltes this apparent success, this fulfillment of my essay's proph
ecy, laughable-and I do apologize for the harshness of that term-are rwo 
factors: scale and image. The problems created by scale are, I think, fairly 
obvious. It may be that on smaller campuses a writing center can establish 
a tutor-to-student and staff-to-faculty ratio that maltes these notions of a 
physical locus and a center of consciousness loosely plausible. There aren't 
any magic formulas here, but suppose a campus of1400 students and 25 full
time faculry has a center with 5 more or less full-time people (Le., faculry 
members with part of their load in the center), and 15 undergraduate tutors. 
That represents 1-70 tutor-student and 1-5 sraif-faculty ratios; people could, 
in fact, talk with and know one another. 

As we move up the scale in institutional size, though, these ratios seem 
to get swamped pretty quickly. Our center, for example--ofwhich I remain 
stubbornly proud-nevertheless has something like the staff I just described: 
six or seven more or less full-rime people, and maybe fourteen undergraduate 
tutors. Unfortunately, our middle-sized research university enrolls some 
16,000 students (12,000 undergraduate, 4000 graduate) and has in the 
neighborhood of700 faculty (not to mention a raft ofT.A.s, lecturers, and 
people teachiog in various part-time capacities). The resulting ratios help 
explain, I hope, my use of the term laughable: 1-800 ror tutor-student, 1-70 
staff-f.tculty. If we are called upon to be this center of consciousness and 
physicallocus--and, indeed, we are-the image that springs to mind comes 
from all those dinosaur books I read as a child (ignoring, for the moment, 
their paleontological accuracy): the university as this huge, lumbering 
stegosaurus, say, with a brain so physically small that it needs a second neural 
node just to operate its hindquarters; and for which "consciousness," ifit can 
be called that, seems to consist oflittle more than the awareness of a perpetual 
hunger, a visceral knowledge that the organism has grown so huge that it 
must be constantly abour the work of eating simply to stay alive. (But 
imagine the size of the center if we wanted to pteserve the ratios I offered 
above: it would require some 230 tutors, of whom 140wouldhave to be staff 
people! Our largest departments rarely reach 50.) 

The problems presented by image may be even more acure, not least 
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because they Can arise even where problems of scale are not so sevcre. Michael 
Pemberton, borrowing fiom Michel Foucault, has traced in the of 
and about writing centers three of the more Widely held the 
center as hospital, prison, and madhouse. I wouk! add to Oil a slightly 
more metaphysical plane--and as an alternative to the notioH "center of 
consciousness"-the center as institutional conscieru:e; smaH nagging 
voice that ostenSibly reminds the institution of its duties writing. 
Whichever image one Opts for, the point is essentially the same. 
of the commitment by a writing tenter staff to larger 
institution, the tendency seems not for the center to becom.e of any 
larger consciousness. On the contrary, there is a very strong f()r it 
to become the place whose existence serves simultaneously ro 
ness (in this case, illiteracy, variously conceived) ina set ofpersoos 
senSe to constitute language differences as a wrong-ness); to ab:;obre 
institution from further consideration of such persons. in now 
been named ("basic," "remedial," "developmental") and and, 
not incidentally, to thereby insulate the institution Ii-om 
Own configuration the d.ifferences such persons are now 
might otherwise pose. In short---and to put it in the most ,mIst", 
this particular romanticization of the writing center's tns;trtutl.on.ai 
may actually mask its complicity in what Elspeth Stuckey has 
violence ofliteracy. 

* *, * * * 

the 

So where does this critique of "The Idea of a Writing '...,CiJu::r H~ave m(~ 
... or talre us? In keeping with the less Keating-esque image! trying 
to move toward in this essay, I am obliged to confess (albeit wiLl> considerable 
relief) that institUtional arrangements seem to me too and 
writing centers' political visions too varied, ii" me to tell you ! think 
"we"-all writing center people--are going. Bur I can say where hoping 
ourwriting center will head. I have to begin by explaining a bit where 
Our undergraduate writing progtam as a whole is heading. we 
are no longer interested in moving each of our 2000 freshmen 
through a composition COurse or two. I have never had 
courses as thcy were institutionalized at Albany (and, to 

where), i.e., understood as pre-college, or pre-disciplinary, extra
curricular) some sort of literacy inoculation program. It is common enough 
for people to claim that they want these courses~-adminisrnl't()rsJ parents, 
f.tculty, legislators, etc.-bur at least in my history with Our particular 
institution (and from what I know oflats afothers), nobody eIJ,.,. wants to pay 
for them, so that they have been and still are nearly always by the 
underpaid, the overworked, the undertrained (see, e.g., Miller). 

So, no more. We don't offer them. In their place, I we have 
now formally adopted-what an inn:easing number of othet DrOlnams are 
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moving toward (see, e.g., Jenseth): a writing track through the English major, 
in this case one called "Writing: Rhetoric and Poetics," which combines what 
used to be called (and isolated as) "composition," "creative writing," "exposi
tory wri[ing." "practical writing," and so on. What we're after is a long-term 
commitment founded primarily upon the full-time, tenure-track faculty the 
institution is in foct wilting to support and a proportionate number of 
students. Together, this group of teachers and students will teach and learn 
writing over a four-year cycle of courses. 

My amended ideaofa writing center, then, runs alongsirnilar lines. The 
general ideal, perhaps, can still be said to hold. I believe-I want to say that 
I know-··that an hour of talk abour writing at the right time between the right 
people can be more valuable than a semester of mandatoty class meetings 
when that timing isn't right. But I no longer believe that our energies are 
really best applied ttying to live up to-real-ize-the rather too grand "Idea" 
proposed in that earlier essay. I'll ftame my alternative proposal in terms of 
the points of critique above: 

(1) I want a situation in which writers are, in fact, motivated about, 
engaged in, theit writing because they are self-selectively enrolled in a 
program-a coherent, four-year sequence of study-that values writing. (It 
is crucial to note, however, that our Writing Sequence imposes no admission 
requirements. We will provide advisement--much of it in the Writing 
Center-··-so that students will, indeed, be able to make informed decisions 
about whether to enroll. But actual entrance is on a first-come, first-served 
basis, up to the limits of our resources.) 

(2) I want a program in which we've gorren to know the writers and the 
writers have gotten to know us; a situation, in short, in which talk-about
writing is so common that we can, in fact, carry on such talk, get better at and 
even fluent in it~"-not fence, or be forever carrying on those quickie fix-it 
chars between people who talk twice for a total of an hour ... and then never 
agam. 

(3) T want a situation in which we are notrequired to sustain some delicate 
but catefully distanced relationship between classroom teachers and the 
writing center, not least because the classroom teachers are directly involved 
with, and therefore invested iu the functioning of, that center. I don't want 
to substitute another idealization here by suggesting that the center consti
tuted along these lines would achieve perfect harmony. Far from it: bringing 
center and classroom, teaching and tutoring, into this tighter orbit would 
surely generate as many new tensions as new opportunities, and I foresee 
plenty of stormy politics and raised voices. (Indeed, we've had them already, 
just in planning the program.) But at least these won't be distant and delicate 
negotiations; students will playa much gteatet role in them; and the energy 
involved-for better and for worse (I'm willing to take my chances)-will 
return mostly to the center and to the program, and not be dissipated 
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throughout the bureaucratic strnctures of a large campus, whete it has 
heretofore had little visible or (given the rate of personnel lasting 
effect. And if this seems like an attractive modd~·-if other other 
majors, other departments want to provide such centers srudents~ 
I would utge them to follow the same principles. 

(4) I want a situation in which the writing center's mission matches its 
resources and, to whatever extent possible, its image, my favorite 
portion of the New Testament is the account of the loavcs So 
as I've been able to tell, though, tutorial time docs not extend to meet--let 
alone exceed-the needs of the faithfid. Instead, in those ;:lB.-too-common 
situations in which workload f.,1.r exceeds resources, evef'{ol:1e-.tea.chers, 
tutors, students-just gets weary. Moreover (to pursue t.he 'restament 
connection a little further), ! do not believe it is finally" thing fot a 
writing center to be seen as taking upon its shoulders the institution' $ 

(real or imagined) sins of illiteracy, either: to serve as savior, or 
sacrificial victim. 

For our purposes) the best way to create this situatiof1 is to tie rhe Center 
directly to our Writing Sequence through the English 10 make it the 
center of consciousness, the physical loclls~-not for the lumbering 
university-but for the approximately 10 faculty melubers, the 20 graduate 
students, and the 250 or so undergraduates that we can sanely, 
responsibly bring together. They can meet thete, and talk writing. 

'* '" ;I< r * 
As I have tried to atgue hete, iinages of the kind 

Society and "The Idea of a Writing Centet" can be wonderfully mspJrJllg, 
they can outlive their usefulness, too, and come back to 
us, delude us or, as seems to be particularly the case in two instances, 
lock us into trajectories which--·_·should we persist in them-'~are 
likely to take us places thar we don't really want to go. At end of the 
Williams film, you may recalL his Keating character has been 
scapegoat for the suicide of a student who, acting on K,:atini:.·s 
Puck in a local production against his father's vehemently ex!!m~ssed 
sition. In the final scene-~set appropriately in the English 
Keating has been teplaced by the repressive headmaster who emeineered 
dismissal-Keating has come to collect his belongings. As the 
(a student is reading aloud the excised Introduction to 

Pritchard), Keating walks, visibly dejected, past the rows ot desks 
back of the room. Just as he reaches the doorway, though, his 
finally cries out at the injustice of it aJl: he is sony, he it iSH' t 

fair; the students were forced to sign the statement that led to Kcating's 
dismissal. Ordered to silence by the outraged headmaster, the instead 
climbs atop his desk and chants, with all sorts of poignant resonance, "Oh 
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captain. my captain." Soon other boys. one by one. climb atop their desks. 
too. and pick up the chant. Keating stands in the doorway drinking in this 
tribute until. visibly heartened. he finally thanks his young men and then. 
head high. leaves Welton forever. 

It's a wonderful cinematic moment. to be sure-nary a dry eye in the 
house-and not least because it arrives with such tragic and symmetrical 
inevitabiliry: Keating has been headed unerringly toward it since we first saw 
him make that same walk. whistling T chaikovsky. a latter-day Pied Piper. As 
the finishing touch on the film's image of the English teacher. however. it is 
rather more problematic. I mean. what's the message? That the inevitable 
fate of the truly talented. truly in-tune. truly committed English teacher
indeed. the litmus test of that commitment-is a kind of instirutional 
marryrdom? Which means. in turn. that those of us who (like the repressive 
headmaster) stay on are ... what. exactly? 

The trajectory plotted by "The Idea of a Writing Center" may be less 
tragic in a technical sense. in that it docs not require that the protagonist be 
expelled. Nevertheless. it threatens to lead just as surely to an analogous 
brand of institutional marryrdom-a version of what Susan Miller has so 
aptly termed the "sad women in the basement" (121 ff.) (or. in the case of 
writing centers. the sub-basement)-and. perhaps more to the point. to 
create just as powerful a tactical disadvantage: that is, agreeing to serve as the 
(universal) staff lireracy scapegoat gives us no more power to alter what we 
believe are flawed institutional arrangements than Keating's departure gives 
him to affect Welron. and indeed lacks even the short-term power of his 
grand gesture. 

Of course. where we do have the advantage over Keating is in still being 
able to alter that trajectory, to rewrite the script. As I suggested earlier. the 
amended idea of a writing center I have recommended here will by no means 
guarantee a happy ending. On the contrary: while this fairly radical 
restructuting of both writing curriculum and writing center will certainly 
address some very important problems of writing program life. it will likely 
also both intensifY any number of extant difficulties and produce new ones. 
as~yet unforeseen byproducts ofthese alternative institutional arrangelnents. 
Nevertheless. I believe that it represents a crucial move-albeit a somewhat 
hard-nosed one-in our long-term campaign to renegotiate the place of 
writing in post~secondary education. 

Notes 
'My thanks to Deb Kelsh. Anne DiPardo. and John Trimbur for their 

thoughtful readings of and responses to this essay. 
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